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left: Matt Phillips, Untitled,  2015,  pigment and silica on linen, 58.5" x 48" 
right: Travis Fairclough 
 
 
 
‘The field that you are standing on  
appears to have the same proportions as your own life.’ 

- John Berger, About Looking , pg. 205. 
 
 
Ortega y Gasset Projects is proud to present About Looking,  an exhibition that 
offers us a viewing experience rooted in patience and presence.  
 
Upon first glance, the work in this show sensitively traverses two approaches to 
painting that share language of abstraction. While it is tempting to simply 
compare and contrast the work of Matt Phillips and Travis Fairclough, About 
Looking  sets these two painters on an equal stage.  Phillips and Fairclough’s 
paintings create a weightless environment, one that urges us to grasp for forms 

http://paintingpaintings.com/artwork/3914611-Untitled.html
http://paintingpaintings.com/artwork/3914611-Untitled.html


and ground to rest on as we question the reoccurring shapes as figures, objects, 
and material.  

 
About Looking  is a nod to the late John Berger, who advocated endlessly for 
patient and concerted attention in all facets of the arts. We may want to find 
steady ground to rest on as a way to assert our knowing of Phillips and 
Fairclough’s approach and technique,  but we are pressed to stand back and 
recalibrate our understanding again and again. To feel or to know these paintings 
is to feel and know the land and the ground we rest on, as Berger suggests in his 
text, About Looking , 1980.  
 
It is an invaluable ability and a necessary practice to let go of outcomes while 
both viewing and making painting. Gracefully and patiently, Phillips and 
Fairclough’s work allows us freedom while viewing. Let us simply sink and swim 
in the work and company of Matt Phillips and Travis Fairclough in About 
Looking .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ortega y Gasset Projects is an artist-run curatorial collective and exhibition space in Gowanus, 
Brooklyn. Comprised of artists currently living in Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
New York, Ohio, and Tennessee, OyG operates as a cross-country collective and incubator for 
dialogue and artistic exchange. 
 
 
For more information please contact: catnip2102@gmail.com  
 
Open Saturdays & Sundays 1-6pm and by appointment 

 
Ortega y Gasset Projects @ The Old American Can Factory 
363 Third Ave 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 
www.oygprojects.com 
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